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D-DAY REMEMBERED
REMOTE AREA MEDICAL will host their annual
Salute to Service at Downtown Island Airport
Saturday June 3.
This year’s theme, Heroes of the Forgotten War,
focuses on the Korean conflict.
Gates open at 10:00 AM, the ceremony begins
at 11:00 continuing until 2:00 PM.
Remarks from Mayor Rogero, music from Tennessee Wind Symphony, and a fly-over with
parachutists will be featured.

Next Regular Chapter 17 Gathering
June 5, 2017
Sky Ranch
JOHN WINTER has a presentation on the Zenith Rudder
workshop he recently attended, and STEVE CURRAN will
show some of his artwork and the preliminary drawing of
Mark Baker (AOPA) and his floatplane in the background
that will be presented as a gift for him at the annual banquet.
We will meet at 6:30 PM for some social gathering and
will begin the meeting at 7:00 PM. We will continue our
offering of dinners for contributions before the regular
meeting so plan to come early. If you can bring a dish to
share at the chapter gathering please let our president
know so that he can plan accordingly. George Douglas:
george@oilhelp.com

NO CHAPTER 17 GATHERING IN JULY
Enjoy the holiday and fly the flag.
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THE MAY MEETING

We met at the Downtown Island Airport for
the May meeting where we talked about the
Sun ’n Fun air show in Florida that was well
attended by our chapter officers and members. We were briefed by Marvin and Sandy
McGraw about the pending Young Eagles
flights. We also discussed the WINGS program hosted by McGhee Tyson at the 510
Center building.
Daryl Sexton donated a copy of the original
Chapter 17 charter.
We welcomed JOHN HAYNES as our new
Treasurer who took over in relief for ALEX
SHORE, after many years of dedicated service to the Chapter.

Message from your President
May was a busy month again for our members. We held a very successful Young Eagle event May 13 th, with 70
kids receiving their first flights at DKX. Marvin & Sandy McGraw, our YE coordinators, did a great job along with
the help of nearly 50 volunteers from our chapter. We also had a few fly-outs along with another Wings program.
For the last couple of years when I have attended a local wings program our members generally make up about
75% of the attendees.
I flew over to RZR, Cleveland’s CAP breakfast, taking my Grandson as my first passenger in my new to me C182. I
had just been signed off for my HP endorsement and transitional training by CFI Linwood (Steve) Stevenson. I will
be introducing him at our June meeting as he has an interesting background. He also instructs glider training.
I have appointed Tom Roush & Jerry Depew as our Fly-out coordinators. They will also be the point people for anyone wanting to camp together as a chapter at Oshkosh this year. So, any questions concerning Fly out events they are your guys. We are working on a way to get the word out in a timely manner from them in the future.
Robert Berlin, our Webmaster, is working on a video documentary with Marvin McGraw and our tech counselor
Jim Auman. Jim is a DAR and working with Marvin on the paperwork and inspection of Marvin’s RV-14 aircraft.
When it is finished it will be placed on our website.
For June’s meeting at Skyranch, John Winter who is presently building a Zenith aircraft and taking flight training
for his private certificate will share his trip to the Zenith aircraft factory. Next, Steve Curran will share some of his
artwork that he is working on to present AOPA Mark Baker as a gift of appreciation for speaking at our annual
banquet this November. He does great work and does this as one of his many hobbies.
At our bi-monthly board meeting we agreed to provide light food at each meeting instead of depending on members to provide food like in the past. This food might be sub-sandwiches, or Pizzas, and or other easy to prepare
light food that can be purchased on the way to the meetings. We hope that our TIP JAR will offset this cost. We
still would like to encourage members to bring a desert to pass. We also discussed how many YE events we want
to work each year. Marvin recommended that us pilots hold some one on one YE flights and make sure that it is
documented and either forwarded to him or Sandy or with EAA national so our chapter gets the credit.
So now that we have you all updated I am looking forward to our gathering at Skyranch.
George Douglas
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YOUNG EAGLES REPORT
By Jerry Depew

O

n May 13 we had our Chapter
17 Young Eagles flights at the
Knoxville Downtown Island
Airport. The weather was in
doubt the night before, but was forecast to improve through the day. The
morning provided a solid cloud layer at
only 2000 feet, but we had great visibility and smooth air for the 70 kids
that came to take their very first flights.
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Pilots
Richard Baldwin

Jerry Depew

John Haynes

Jimmy Hunt

Sam Robinson

Tom Roush

Mark Scheuer

Stephen Wickizer

John Williams

Dave Yates

MARVIN and SANDY McGRAW had everything well planned and the event
went smoothly. Picking up with the
routes and procedures already established by GORDON & KAREN MEYER
and adding another card to the registration procedure, the certificates and
training would go smoothly.

Ground Crew
Jim Auman

Chris Domak

George Douglas

William Gibbons

Jim Golden

Jim Griffes

Max McGraw

Charlie Queen

Leon Ridenour

Kyle Skidmore

Ken Stone

Steve Ward

John Winter

The Registration Desk
Sue Harris

Marvin McGraw

Sandy McGraw

Mary Ella
Ridenour

Pat Roush

Judy Wayman

The KDKX linemen were

Darrell
Dustin
and Nick
They coordinated the event with
CLAUDE KEITH, supervisor with Knoxville Departure Control and explained our planned route and altitude. Center provided a “Squawk” code for each aircraft to
use throughout the event. With a well understood pattern and communication procedure, pilots transition from the local radio
frequency to the McGhee Tyson Departure radio who gave traffic information and insured separation for safety. Claude reports that for aircraft movements, this Young Eagle event was their best event ever.

An extra layer of safety was provided by WAYNE FOSS, owner of Knoxville Flight Training Center who volunteered as Air Boss,
giving radio advice to ensure safe operations for the airplanes as they were departing and landing at Downtown Island Airport.
Because of marginal weather not every volunteer was able to arrive with the morning mist but we appreciate their efforts and
respect for safety.
We are pleased to thank our many volunteers:
CLAUDE KEITH, FAA Supervisor of Knoxville
Departure.
TIM HAIR, Airport Manager for providing the
event location and staff to direct aircraft
parking. Tim is always supporting our EAA
chapter and our many events at DKX and
TYS
ALEX SHORE who continues to give the
Young Eagles Ground School.
WAYNE FOSS for working as Air Boss.
PETE CRAWFORD allowed small groups of
Young Eagles to be escorted to see the RED
BIRD FLIGHT SIMULATOR.
MARVIN & SANDY McGRAW for taking over
this daunting responsibility with Young Eagles.
Knoxville Tennessee
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TOP RUDDER IS YOUR FRIEND , BOTTOM RUDDER WILL KILL YOU
Says Bob Davis Ref. Slip and Skid.
Another old safety tip from Jerry Depew
A half century ago when I was a student pilot my instructor gave me a safety tip that I still use. In those days long before GPS, it was common to follow railroad tracks and highways as a means of navigation, and for that reason advised me to always look to the left and right for
airplanes before crossing a road.
And when following a road myself to always fly to the right of the road to avoid oncoming traffic.
More recently, an instructor advised that while in the landing pattern it is advisable while on Base Leg to look to your right. This is your last
opportunity to look for an airplane that might be on a long Straight In landing.

ACES SYSTEMS BALANCED MY PROPELLER
By Jerry Depew
ACES SYSTEMS does vibration analysis and vibration solutions with computer driven electronic equipment that they sell to maintenance shops including aviators. MIKE LUCAS and ROBERT BERLIN had
given a presentation at our EAA 17 gathering and I was confused that they balanced a whirling propeller
and running engine as a package. Sorry, I was expecting a propeller removed and placed on a balance bearing. Nope, this concept is novel.
They were preparing to make a demonstration video as a sales tool and wanted a common model aircraft to work on. After no less than 30
years of balancing neglect I was eager to offer my 1962 Cessna 172 as a test subject to demonstrate how even a small shop can balance a
propeller as a complete system with the engine running. Mike and Larry came to my hangar with our own Robert Berlin as the Videographer.
They attached measuring equipment to the engine and cowling with reflective tape to the propeller and a test run was made at full throttle.
It was found to be about “normal” but indeed one blade was lighter and they could make it better. Their system tells us how much weight to
place on the spinner at some angle and corrected to the diameter of the spinner. A second test run showed improvement worked and the
test weights were made permanent on the spinner hub before a test flight.
The results are in. Surprisingly I increased my static RPM by at least 50 RPM. That was just a freebie and was never a part of their offer. The
flight was impressive however. I had tried to identify some means that I could compare before and after results. Flying with a Young Eagle
at the controls, I was able to put my feet flat on the floor and felt the vibrations not detected on the rudder pedals. I also noted that my Wet
Compass mounted on the window frame had a vibration too. I was impressed that those were now gone.
The compass remained rock solid through the power settings through the flight. Am I happy? YES! My 55 year old Cessna may be good for
another 30 years.

DEERFIELD RESORT

Our chapter was invited to a Hot Dog Cookout at the Deerfield Resort airport (TN44 has
a 3120' x 50' paved runway) on the last Saturday in April. We had great visibility but no
small amount of wind aloft.
Some of us flew south to the Fifth Saturday breakfast in Athens before turning north to
Deerfield, near LaFollette. We climbed to 5500 feet and took advantage of a tailwind of
about 60 miles an hour.
Fortunately winds were more moderate at ground level allowing for safe operations.
Our host directed our 6 or 7 airplanes to parking areas on the ramp and gave us a tour
of the many hangars opened for our perusal. These were not your run of the mill “T”
hangars for one airplane but great large steel structures. Many had a home built inside
the hangar and rooftops with lawn furniture, living areas and extra storage. We were invited into one hangar home with tables and chairs in
the hangar for a meal of dogs and Brats with all the fixings.
Some hangars had airplanes, boats, motorcycles and antique cars along with the family airplane. One owner was not happy with the finish
on his hangar floor and covered it with cut tiles to create a full scale silhouette of a P-51 Mustang complete with exhaust stacks. Sadly
there were too many classic cars sharing the area to get a good picture but the effect was beautiful. After lunch we were invited to tour the
property in their golf carts and treated to spectacular views.
One of our hosts was Dan Valle who will certify your aircraft pressure system for VFR & IFR if you bring it to him. Call: (313) 539-9818
Many members of Deerfield live out of state and spend the summers here. The resort offers condos behind the hangars that occu py the
highest point on the resort and command a wonderful view of the surrounding marina and golf course. If airport living is not for you they
also have houses and apartments for sale or rent. For more information contact Fields Real Estate Co. : deermadeline@mail.com
Knoxville Tennessee
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Zenith Rudder Workshop gets you pointed in the right direction
By John Winter

On April 20th I took a small step towards building my own airplane. After several years of trying to figure
out what I would like to build, I decided to attend the rudder workshop of the Zenith Aircraft factory in
Mexico, Missouri. This decision, in the beginning,
was based more on the experience that I would
gain by actually building a part from a real kit, with
a real builder’s manual, than from a particular airplane. Although the 650 was definitely on my list
of potential builds.
I had participated in the metal workshop at EAA
AirVenture a couple of years ago and felt that I
could handle the drilling and riveting work needed
CH 650
for airplane construction, but could I handle more.
Since then I had debated attending one of the
Sport Air Workshops that EAA provides through the year but I could never seem to find one close enough
to home that would fit in to my available time. After talking with a couple of friends who are interested in
partnering on a build in the future (possible the 750 Cruzer), we pulled the trigger and attended the rudder workshop at Zenith. Two of us decided to build the 650 rudder and the other two decided to build
the 750 Cruzer rudder.
We contacted Zenith and paid for our rudders, and
a few weeks before the workshop we received our
build manuals. The folks at Zenith recommend that
you read through the entire rudder manual before
you arrive so that you can hit the ground running on
your build. This is a good suggestion because when
you walk up to the table of parts and tools sitting in
front of you, it can be a little intimidating if you are
not familiar with the building process. These manuals walk you step by
step through the process to build your rudder from the parts supplied in
the kit. There are also several pages in the back that are the true “plan”
sheets that give more detail on dimensions, part placement, rivet type
and spacing, etc.
Now, I will say that when we arrived that morning we were a little unsure
of how this whole thing was going to play out. We weren’t sure if the
folks at Zenith were going to walk us through the build, or get us started
by showing us how to begin or not. So we stood there for a few minutes
wondering what to do and after realizing that there were six other builds
happening at the same time (three different styles of rudders also) that
this really couldn’t be a “class” format anyway; so we just opened the
manual and started at the first step. That said, there was plenty of help
(Continued on page 8)
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Come join us for fun and education with other aviators.
Visit www.eaa.org/calendar to access a comprehensive list of events that you can filter to match your location, range, interest and schedule.
June 3

REMOTE AREA MEDICAL Salute to Service, Tribute to the D-Day Invasion at Downtown Island Airport.

June 3

First Saturday Breakfast and program. EAA Chapter 690 at Gwinnett Co. (LZU) (137 miles from DKX)

June 3

First Saturday Breakfast at Morristown (MOR) (32 miles from DKX)

June 3

First Saturday Breakfast. Winchester (BGF) (135 miles from DKX)

June 3

Tellico Plains Lunch from 10 - 2 (85TN) (47 miles from DKX)

June 5

Chapter 17 meeting at Sky Ranch airport. JOHN WINTER has a presentation on the Zenith Rudder workshop he
recently attended, and STEVE CURRAN will show some of his art work.

June 10

Second Saturday Breakfast. Monroe Co (MNV) (41 miles from DKX)

June 17

Third Saturday CAP Breakfast at Cleveland (RZR) (73 miles from DKX)

June 17

Third Saturday Moontown, AL breakfast. (3M5) (168 miles from DKX)

June 23-25

Chapter Fly Out and camping at Rough River (2i3) (185 miles from DKX)

June 24

Fourth Saturday CAP Breakfast at Dayton (2A0) (68 miles from DKX)

July 3

There will be NO Chapter 17 Monthly Gathering on July 3 because of the holiday.

July 24-30

AirVenture, Oshkosh

October 2

Juliet & Roger Cox will talk about how to fly to the Bahamas.

October 21

Blairsville Annual Chili Lunch 10-2 (DZJ) (77 miles from DKX)

November 11

EAA Chapter 17 Annual Banquet with AOPA President Mark Baker.

John Leenhouts, Sun N Fun President and CEO will be our 2018 guest speaker.
Short Notice Aviation Plans (SNAP) Any weekday that the weather is good. Why wait for a weekend?
Ready to schedule:





Trade A Plane Publishers in Crossville, TN
Group Fly Out to the Tennessee Museum Of Aviation in Sevierville.
Group Fly Out to Andrews, NC (KRHP) to see Jerry Stadtmiller and look at his Antique Aircraft Restoration and Repair operation. (53 miles from DKX)

 Fly Out to EAA Chapter 242 in Columbia, SC. Trade Airplane Rides
Guest Speakers ready to meet with EAA Chapter 17:






Tom and Pat Roush flying balloons in Austria.
TEMPEST Spark Plugs with Vince Bechtel.
A continuation of ForeFlight training.
Future plans include a seminar on Mountain Flying.

Aerobatics Seminar?
Do You have a meeting suggestion?

FLY WHEN YOU ARE 90
DAVE STEVENSON turns 90 on June 19 of this year and plans to fly on his birthday. Weather permitting, Dave, who
has two airplanes at the airport he helped create in Kingston will celebrate his good health with a flight. Dave is a
WWII era veteran and owns a VARGA and AERONCA CHAMP. Happy Birthday Dave!

Knoxville Tennessee
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Stephen Wickizer (center) gives a tour of XPress Aircraft Maintenance at Downtown Island. Super Clean.

CHAPTER FLY OUT IN JUNE 23 & 24
By Jerry Depew: jerrydepew@bellsouth.net

George Douglas has heard us talk so much about all the fun
we have flying to, and camping at the Rough River Resort and
state park in Kentucky that he has proposed a group fly out.
They have rooms and cabins for rent and allow camping with
your airplane on their airport (2i3) for $10.00 a night with
showers and bathrooms are available on the ramp. The lodge
is only a
short
walk
away
from the airport (They have a shuttle service) and an outstanding restaurant and buffet.
We can’t predict the weather but hope that some of us might get there a
day or two early or stay a few days later if weather allows. We hope to
see you there. For more information go to: http://parks.ky.gov/parks/
resortparks/rough-river/ or airnav.com/airport/2I3

Photos
from a
prior visit
to 2I3

Knoxville Tennessee
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(Continued from page 5)

available walking from table to table, including Sebastien Heintz and Roger Dubbert (when he wasn’t giving the demo rides). And after the workshop was
over I realize this was actually a great way to do
this. If they walked us through step by step showing us what to do, we wouldn’t have gained the
confidence from having to read the manual while
cross referencing the plans as if we were actually
doing the work in our garage alone. Again, the idea
of this workshop was to prove to us that we could
tackle this ourselves.
As the work progressed, we became more comfortable with the manual and the assembly process.
The internal structure was clamped, drilled,
clecoed, disassembled, cleaned,
clecoed and riveted.
The 650 rudder kit had the skins
predrilled so you could line up the
ribs for drilling and clecoing after
marking the centerline along the
flanged edges of the rear ribs.
Once this was done, everything
was taken apart and cleaned and
deburred so we could move on to
riveting.
The entire process took us most
of the first day and then a little
over two hours the next day to complete the kit. The other two guys in our group that did the 750 Cruzer
rudder finished on the first day. That kit is already predrilled to finished hole size on the parts and only
needed to be cleaned up, clecoed and riveted. There was some mention of eventually having more of
the Zenith kits come this way from
the factory so that all of the versions would be easier and quicker
to build.
There were also demo flights in the
aircraft model that matched the kit
that you are interested in that really
sealed the deal for me. I knew I
liked the 650, but after the demo
flight, I really liked it. The airplane
has great visibility, nice performance and is easy to fly and very
(Continued on page 9)
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(Continued from page 8)

responsive. Roger did all of the demo flights and was very nice and easy going. He never gave a sales
pitch, just showed what
the plane could do and
answered all of my
questions. I guess in
this day of instant information on the web, consumers pretty much
know most of the specifics about things that
they are going to buy. At
one point I even mentioned the other airplane that I was considering and all he said
was “no, you want this
one” with a smile. He
never said anything bad
about the other plane or
company and that is
something I respect.
Don’t tell me what’s bad about theirs. Tell me what’s good about yours. And that is exactly what he did.
A nice little extra treat of the workshop experience was that we all went out to eat dinner after the first
day of construction. The dinner was not included in the workshop and was a voluntary event but everyone came and had a good time. This was a great chance to sit and talk with Sebastien and Roger about
the kits and flying in general and also with the other builders. The conversations drifted from flying to
various other topics as the night went along but we always seemed to come back to flying. Again, I was
extremely impressed with Sebastien and Roger. Driving over to dinner, we were wondering if this was
going to be the “hard sell” that we unfairly expected to happen at some point and to our pleasant surprise the “sales pitch” never came. It truly was just a time to sit around and ask questions and talk
about the planes, kits and our experience at the workshop in a relaxed setting.
One final note about the experience is that we were also given a tour of the facility to see how the kits
were made. Travis showed us around the welding shop area, the CNC machines, forming presses, final
QA / QC area and parts storage area so we could get a feel for how they manufactured the parts and
pieces that go into the kits. This was no thrown together, cluttered shop. While there was no wasted
space the, the areas were well laid out, clean and professional. You can tell that they care about the
products that they are making.
So if you are thinking about building a Zenith aircraft, head out to Mexico Missouri for the workshop or at
least a tour. You will not be disappointed and if you see me at a local Chapter 17 meeting, ask me about
the trip. But be warned, it may be hard to get me to stop talking about it.
John Winter
(Continued on page 10)
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EAA Chapter 17
Newsletter Publisher
412 Huxley Road
Knoxville TN, 37922
Email: publisher@eaa17.org

EAA Chapter 17’s mission is the promotion of education in
aeronautics, flying safety, navigation, amateur or homebuilt aircraft, antique aircraft restoration and construction,
and related aero-sciences. To foster aviation, education,
and progress in light aircraft development and other closely
related phases of aviation. And to maintain a non-profit
cooperative association to obtain instruction and education
in aviation.
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EAA Chapter 17

Your EAA Membership
Chapter 17 maintains our membership records. This is important for two reasons. First, and most important, we use
the info to correspond with our members. Second, we are required to provide EAA Headquarters with a current
chapter roster each year. To help update our records, we are asking everyone to please provide the following:
Name, Address, Phone Number, Email Address, and EAA member number.
Finally, we can’t emphasize enough the importance of full EAA membership. This is especially critical in the current
climate of proposed GA user fee increases and other threats to your freedom to fly! For $40 a year for a single EAA
membership or $50 a year for family membership, you can add your clout to the battle, as well as get a great magazine in Sport Aviation each month and lots of other member benefits. If you are not a current member of the international EAA organization, please join or renew your membership. Go to http://www.eaa.org/memberbenefits.html, or
call 800-843-3612.
In the words of Vintage Aircraft Association President, Geoff Robison, “”Let’s all pull in the same direction for the
good of aviation. Remember, we are better together. Join us and have it all”

CHAPTER 17 MEETINGS ARE NOW ON THE FIRST MONDAY OF
THE MONTH, UNLESS OTHERWISE POSTED!
EAA Chapter 17
Membership Renewal
Name:_______________________________ EAA Member #______________
Address:_________________________________________________________
Email:___________________________ Phone:_________________________
Project or current aircraft or interest:____________________________________
Annual Dues run from January 1st to December 31 each year.
Type of Registration: Regular: ($20) Family: ($20), list names:____________________________________________
Student (Free for EAA Student members):
Address, email, and phone info is used to update CH 17 records, is voluntary, and is not shared outside of CH 17. EAA
Member # is required for our annual EAA Chapter renewal.
Please print, fill out, and bring to the next meeting, or mail to CH 17 Treasurer, at the below address. Please include a
check for $20.00 made to EAA Chapter 17.
Online registration (http://www.eaa17.org/EAA17membership.htm ) available using a credit card or Pay Pal
Thanks for your continued support!
Renew online or by mail to:
Chapter 17
C/O PS Engineering
9800 Martel Road
Lenoir City TN 37772
Total amount of check $_____

